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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the graphic.RTA and RTB connect to a Frame Relay switch and use dynamic address
mapping. The command "fr map ip 10.0.1.1 32" is then configured on RTB, without using the
undo inarp command. What will occur as a result? (Choose two).
A. DLCI 32 will be activated on RTB
B. 10.0.1.1 will still be mapped to DLCI 32 on RTB
C. RTB will be unable to communicate with RTA
D. 10.0.1.1 will still be mapped to DLCI 31 on RTB
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A cloud architect is tasked with providing a design for integration with a third-party system.
The following requirements have been identified:
* When a user requests a virtual machine, vRealize Automation should pass the user selected
application name with its key to the third-party system.
* The application list could be updated weekly following the architecture approval meeting. It
currently has 250 items.
* Impacts to the vRealize Automation virtual machine request screen's performance should be
minimized.
What would be the best solution to meet these requirements?
A. Design a schedule vRealize Orchestrator (vRO) workflow to read values from the third-party
system and store in vRO, Create a vRO action to return application values stored in vRO as
"Properties", Create a Display drop-down custom property with external values and map it to
the vRO action.
B. Create a vRO action to return application values as "ArrayString" by reading from the

third-party system dynamically, Create a display drop-down custom property with external
values and map it to the vRO action.
C. Create a Display drop-down custom property with external values and provide AJAX call
information to the third-party system.
D. Design a schedule vRO workflow to read values from the third-party and store in vRO, Create
a vRO action to return application values stored in vRO as "ArrayString", Create a Display
drop-down custom property with external values and map it to the vRO action.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
あなたの会社は、世界中の何百ものレストランの場所をサポートするために、eコマースのAzure
App Service Webアプリを開発しています。
eコマーストランザクションとメッセージをサポートするメッセージングソリューションアーキテ
クチャを設計しています。
電子商取引アプリケーションには、次の機能と要件があります。
レストランテレメトリ機能をサポートするには、Azureメッセージングソリューションを選択する
必要があります。
どのAzureサービスを使用する必要がありますか？
A. Azure Event Hub
B. Azureサービスバス
C. Azureリレー
D. Azureイベントグリッド
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Azure Event Hubs is a big data pipeline. It facilitates the capture, retention, and replay of
telemetry and event stream data. The data can come from many concurrent sources. Event
Hubs allows telemetry and event data to be made available to a variety of stream-processing
infrastructures and analytics services. It is available either as data streams or bundled event
batches. This service provides a single solution that enables rapid data retrieval for real-time
processing as well as repeated replay of stored raw data. It can capture the streaming data into
a file for processing and analysis.
It has the following characteristics:
* low latency
* capable of receiving and processing millions of events per second
* at least once delivery
Note: Comparison of services
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-grid/compare-messaging-services

NEW QUESTION: 4
A user has enabled termination protection on an EC2 instance. The user has also set Instance
initiated
shutdown behavior to terminate. When the user shuts down the instance from the OS, what will
happen?
A. It will terminate the instance
B. The OS will shutdown but the instance will not be terminated due to protection

C. It will not allow the user to shutdown the instance from the OS
D. It is not possible to set the termination protection when an Instance initiated shutdown is
set to
terminate
Answer: A
Explanation:
It is always possible that someone can terminate an EC2 instance using the Amazon EC2
console,
command line interface or API by mistake. If the admin wants to prevent the instance from
being
accidentally terminated, he can enable termination protection for that instance. The user can
also setup
shutdown behavior for an EBS backed instance to guide the instance on what should be done
when he
initiates shutdown from the OS using Instance initiated shutdown behaviour. If the instance
initiated
behavior is set to terminate and the user shuts off the OS even though termination protection is
enabled, it
will still terminate the instance.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/terminating-instances.html
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